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Abstract

A number of recent data mining techniques have been targeted especially for the

analysis of sequential data� Traditional examples of sequential data involve telecom�

munication alarms� Www log �les� user action registration for Hci studies� or any

other series of events consisting of an event type and a time of occurrence�

Text can also be seen as sequential data� in many respects similar to the data

collected by sensors� or other observation systems� Traditionally� texts have been

analysed using various information retrieval related methods� such as full�text ana�

lysis� and natural language processing� However� only few examples of data mining

in text� particularly in full text� are available�

In this paper we show that general data mining methods are applicable to text

analysis tasks under certain conditions� Moreover� we present a general framework

for text mining� The framework follows the general Kdd process� thus containing

steps from preprocessing to the utilization of the results� The data mining method

that we apply is based on generalized episodes and episode rules�

We consider preprocessing of the text to be essential in text mining� by shifting

the focus in the preprocessing phase� data mining can be used to obtain results for

various purposes� We give concrete examples of how to preprocess texts based on the

intended use of the discovered results and how to balance preprocessing with post�

processing� We also present example applications including search for key words� key

phrases and other co�occurring words� e�g� collocations and generalized concordances�

These applications are both common and relevant tasks in information retrieval and

natural language processing� We also present results from real�life data experiments

to show that our approach is applicable in practice�

Keywords� data mining� text� text analysis� applications� experiments
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� Introduction

Recently� we have seen the sudden appearance of very large heterogeneous full	text doc	
ument collections� available for any end	user� The variety of users
 wishes is broad� The
user may need an overall view of the document collection� what topics are covered� what
kind of documents exist� are the documents related somehow� and so on� On the other
hand� the user may want to �nd a speci�c piece of information content� At the other ex	
treme� some users may be interested in the language itself� e�g� in word usages or linguistic
structures�

A common feature for all the tasks mentioned is that the user does not know exactly
what heshe is looking for� Hence� a data mining approach should be appropriate� Surpris	
ingly enough� only a few examples of data mining in text� or text mining� are available� The
most notable are the Kdt and Fact systems �FDK��� used in mining Reuters news art	
icles� Their approach� however� requires a substantial amount of background knowledge�
and is not applicable as such to text analysis in general�

In this paper� we show that general data mining methods are applicable to text analysis
tasks� we also present a general framework for text mining �Section ��� The framework
follows the generalKdd process� thus containing steps from preprocessing to the utilization
of the results� We also present example applications within the �elds of information
retrieval and natural language processing �Section ��� and some results from real	life data
experiments to show that our approach is applicable in practice �Section ��� Section � is
a short conclusion�

� General Framework for Text Mining

In our approach� we consider text as sequential data� in many respects similar to the
data collected by sensors or other observation systems� The general knowledge discovery
process� adapted to the task of text processing� is represented in Figure �� The starting
point is textual data� and the end product is information describing phenomena that are
frequent in the data� e�g�� phrases or co	occurring terms� In our approach� this information
is presented as episodes and episode rules� two concepts which will be described in more
detail in Section ���� In addition to describing the discovery methods� we explain the
strategic decisions of the preprocessing and postprocessing phases that are necessary to
focus our discovery process�
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Group
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Figure �� Knowledge discovery from textual representation into episodes and episode rules�
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��� Episodes

Episode rules and episodes are a modi�cation of the concept of association rules and
frequent sets� applied to sequential data� �For the basic de�nitions of association rules�
see� e�g�� �AMS������ Sequential data� such as text� can be seen as a sequence of pairs
�feature vector� index� where feature vector consists of an ordered set of features and index
contains information about the position of the word in the sequence� It is common practice
that the sequence is represented in an increasing order of the indices �corresponding to
the order of the words in the original text�� A feature can be

� a word� e�g�� base form� in�ected word form� stem�
� a grammatical feature� e�g�� part of speech� case� number�
� a punctuation mark or other special character� or
� an Sgml structure tag�

We de�ne a text episode as a pair � � �V���� where V is a collection of feature vectors�
and � is a partial order on V � Given a text sequence S� a text episode � � �V��� occurs
within S if there is a way of satisfying the feature vectors in V using the feature vectors in
S so that the partial order � is respected� Intuitively� this means that the feature vectors
of V can be found within S in an order that satis�es the partial order ��

For an occurrence of the episode to be interesting� all feature vectors of the episode must
occur close enough in S� What is close enough is de�ned by giving a limit� the window size
W � within which the episode must occur� Hence� instead of considering all occurrences
of the episode in S� we only examine occurrences within substrings S� of S where the
di�erence of the indices of the feature vectors in S� is at most W � Moreover� since there
may be several partially di�ering occurrences of the episode within the substring S�� we
restrict ourselves to the distinctminimal occurrences of the episode� for a formal de�nition
of a minimal occurrence� see �MT����

As an example� let us think of a text sequence where the feature vector contains the
base form of the word� the part of speech� and the number of the word �when appropriate��
The text knowledge discovery in databases would now be presented by the sequence

�knowledge N SG� �� �discovery N SG� �� �in PP� �� �database N PL� ��

For a window size of �� this sequence contains the episode �knowledge N SG� discovery N SG��
but does not contain the episode �knowledge N SG� database N PL��

The most useful types of partial orders are ��� total orders� i�e�� the feature vectors
of each episode have a �xed order� such episodes are called serial � and ��� trivial partial
orders� where the order is not signi�cant at all� such episodes are called parallel � A typical
example of a serial text episode is a phrase� consisting of a sequence of related words�
with a speci�c meaning� A typical example of a parallel text episode is a collection of
co�occurring terms which may describe the contents of a document better than any of the
single term�

The support of � in S �with respect to a given window size W � is de�ned as the
number of minimal occurrences of � in S� Usually� we are only interested in episodes with
a support exceeding a given support threshold� meaning that they occur in the sequence
frequently enough not to be considered accidental�

We now move on to discuss episode rules� An episode rule gives the conditional
probability that a certain episode occurs �within an interval of given window size�� given
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that a subepisode has occurred �within the same or possibly smaller interval�� Formally�
an episode rule is an expression � �win�� � � �win��� where � and � are episodes� � is a
subepisode of � and win� and win� are window sizes� with win� � win�� The con�dence
of the rule is the conditional probability that � occurs� given that � occurs� under the
window size constraints speci�ed by the rule� �Since � includes all the feature vectors of
�� we usually omit the feature vectors of � when representing the right	hand side of the
rule�� An example of an episode rule could be

knowledge� discovery� in ���� databases ��� ��� ���

which tells us that in �� per cent of the cases� where the three words �knowledge� discovery�
in� occurred within � consequent words� also the word databases occurred within � words�
Usually� we are not interested in rules with a negligible con�dence� e�g�� less than �� per
cent� hence it is common to select only those rules with a con�dence exceeding a given
con�dence threshold�

The method that we have used to discover frequent episodes and episode rules in
our data is described in �MT���� This method allows us to discover serial and parallel
episodes of a given support threshold and episode rules of a given con�dence threshold for
a collection of window sizes with a �xed upper limit�

��� Preprocessing the Data

As we saw in Figure �� the process of obtaining useful information also relies on pre	
processing the data before the discovery phase� and on postprocessing the results after
the discovery phase� In particular� the preprocessing phase is crucial to the e�ciency
of the process� since according to the results in di�erent domain areas and applications�
preprocessing can require as much as �� per cent of the total e�ort �Man����

There are certain special aspects in the preprocessing of textual data� Text consists of
words� special characters� and structural information� The preprocessing required depends
heavily on the intended use of the results� Typically� the data is homogenized by replacing
special characters and structural information �e�g�� Sgml tags� with symbols� Punctuation
marks and structural information often need to be handled separately� Some of them may
be ignored entirely� some of them may require special treatment� e�g�� to �nd and process
the sentence breaks which may be considered to represent a longer distance between two
consecutive words� Another reason for special treatment of these characters is to replace
them with symbols that give a better visual e�ect in the discovered results�

Preprocessing may involve some amount of natural language analysis� Morphological
analysis gives us detailed information of the data� We may use this analysis to generalize
the data� e�g�� by replacing words by their parts of speech� which allows us to identify
constructs such as �preposition� noun� instead of combinations of speci�c words�

Filtering of the data is used to focus our discovery phase� to limit the number of results
so that we are not overwhelmedby uninteresting rules� and to decrease the processing e�ort
needed in the discovery phase� Pruning can be used in two distinct ways� We may prune
entire feature vectors� i�e�� drop uninteresting items such as articles� prepositions� non	
informative verbs �e�g�� be�� or punctuation marks� or select only some class of words �e�g��
nouns� to be examined� We may also focus on some features of each word� e�g�� by leaving
only the base form of the word� or only part of the morphological information�
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��� Postprocessing the Results

Postprocessing is essential to permit focusing our study after we have seen what kind of
rules and episodes are found in the data� Typically� the user may be interested in a word
or a set of words� and only the rules that contain these words are included� while all others
are �ltered out� If discrimination between several documents is needed the frequency of
phrases is compared to the others in the collection to evaluate� if the phrase is considerably
more frequent in this document than in general�

Many of the pruning decisions may be done either before or after the discovery phase�
It is often advisable to defer these to the postprocessing phase instead of heavy pruning
in the preprocessing phase� if we do not have a clear idea of what kind of regularities
we are looking for� Instead of pruning entire feature vectors during preprocessing �e�g��
dropping all prepositions� we can ignore all episodes and rules containing those feature
vectors� However� during the postprocessing we cannot e�ciently prune the single features
included in the feature vector� Likewise� if we end up with a collection of very specialized
rules instead of more general ones� we need to have a way of combining these using
some prede�ned hierarchies of the features� On the other hand� with large collections of
documents� e�ciency has to be taken into account� In cases where we know what features
we are not interested in� preprocessing must be preferred� to limit the size of the search
space and the time requirement of the discovery phase�

As each feature vector is handled as one entity in the discovery phase� it is not possible
to study the relation of distinct features in the co	occurring words� e�g�� noun followed by
plural� Additionally� co	occurrence of� e�g�� two parts of speech may not become visible�
if this need is not taken into account during preprocessing� The phenomenon itself might
be frequent enough� but if the parts of speech are combined with� e�g�� word stems� any
distinct combinations may not occur frequently enough to be considered� On the other
hand� if the support threshold is set very low� the result contains mostly uninteresting
rules� Therefore� choosing a clear focus a�ects the result remarkably�

E�cient postprocessing requires tools to enable sorting and �ltering the episodes and
rules produced by the discovery phase� Based on the �xed representation of the episodes
and rules� much of the postprocessing can be performed by general tools such as grep and
sort�

� Applications

��� Information Retrieval Tasks

In information retrieval � or more speci�cally text retrieval � key words and key phrases
are commonly used to boost query processing �Sal��� LSJ���� Consider a common inform	
ation retrieval task� The user expresses hisher information needs� e�g�� by giving a query�
and the system executes the search by matching the query with the documents� With
large collections simply scanning the text is not feasible� Hence� a set of representative
key words must be selected and attached to the documents� For this purpose� single	term
key words may be too broad to be used alone� Phrases consisting of sequences of related
words carry a more speci�c meaning than the single terms included in the phrases�

A set of phrases can be regarded as a content descriptor that should distinguish the
document from other documents in the collection� In addition to simple queries� con	
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tent descriptors can be used for various text classi�cation tasks� For instance� documents
can be clustered according to their similarity� e�g�� to visualize a large document collec	
tion �CKPT����

Although indexing and selecting key words are well	studied within information re	
trieval� new challenges have been recently set by the sudden appearance of very large
heterogeneous full text document collections� Lewis and Sp�arck Jones �LSJ��� consider
compound key terms as one essential possibility to improve the quality of text retrieval
in this new situation� They also emphasize the need of exhaustive experimenting to de	
termine what the precise form of these compound terms should be� and how they should
be selected and weighted relative to their constituents�

The preprocessing required for discovering key phrases is fairly straightforward� The
grammatical features of the words are not used� and typically we are interested either in the
original word or in its base form �e�g�� processing or process�� The structural information
and punctuation marks are usually dropped� but they may a�ect the gaps in the indexing
scheme� e�g�� it is often desired that the words in a phrase occur in the same sentence�
Common function words �prepositions� articles� etc�� are pruned�

A phrase is considered interesting according to its discriminating ability� Additionally�
according to Salton �Sal���� parts of an interesting phrase should have di�erent frequencies�
the phrase head should have a frequency exceeding a stated threshold� while the other
components should have a medium or low frequency� common function words should
not be used� Such analysis is possible using some grep	like tool by selecting appropriate
conditions for the left	hand and right	hand sides of the rule�

��� Natural Language Processing

Another application area is analysing the linguistic features of the text� We have considered
three natural language processing applications�

�� discovering grammatical rules�
�� discovering collocations� and
�� constructing generalized concordances�

The grammatical rules that we consider here are any rules describing dependencies
between linguistic features attached to words� For instance� we may want to study the
structure of sentences by discovering the ordered sequences of parts of speech� The pre	
processing requires leaving only the selected morphological features while the actual word
forms are pruned� Depending on the focus of the study� entire feature vectors of some
words and punctuation marks may be pruned as well� Postprocessing may include sorting
and grouping of rules according to some features� Some examples of rules can be found
in Section ��

Collocations are recurrent combinations of words corresponding to arbitrary word us	
ages� Unlike typical phrases used in information retrieval� collocations often contain pre	
positions and in�ected words� Smadja �Sma��� distincts three types of collocations�

�� predicative relations� e�g�� frequent predicate�object pairs like make�decision�
�� rigid noun phrases� e�g�� The Dow Jones average of �	 industrial stocks� and
�� phrasal templates that may contain empty slots� e�g�� The average �nished the week

with a net loss of �NUMBER��
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In addition to the linguistic interest� collocations may be useful in retrieval tasks� It has
been shown �Ril��� that some types of collocations are domain	dependent and� hence� good
indicators of the topics covered by the document� What kind of collocations are considered
interesting depends on the intended application� If they are used as content descriptors in
information retrieval� their discriminating ability is one criterion�

A widely used tool for examining word usages in some collection of texts is construct	
ing concordances� all the occurrences of a given word in the collection are listed together
with the context� i�e�� the words appearing immediately before and after the word� If the
collection is large� however� concordances can provide too much data� One way to group
di�erent word uses or to rank them in order of importance is to sort concordance lines
according to the collocations surrounding the word �Bib���� We consider an even more
advanced approach� so	called generalized concordances� frequent patterns that may con	
tain both words and grammatical features� Preprocessing may drop all sentences that do
not contain the given word� Another possibility is to remove the episodes or episode rules
not containing the word in the postprocessing phase� As the features of a feature vector
are handled as one entity� the current discovery method does not produce concordances
including both word forms and grammatical features� For instance� if we are study the
word discovery� then a pattern

knowledge �discovery� in �N�

cannot be produced� However� the instances of this pattern� e�g�

knowledge �discovery� in databases�

can be found� again� using some grep	like tool� given that original word forms and parts
of speech are included in the feature vector�

� Experiments

To survey the usefulness of knowledge discovery methods and the discovered knowledge
in the context of text documents� we have made experiments with real data sets� We �rst
brie�y describe the data sets and the conversion of the original data into a suitable format
for the analysis� Then� we present the experiments and their results�

��� Data Sets and Preprocessing

In the experiments we used a random sample of �� documents taken from a large collec	
tion of Finnish legal texts� originally in Sgml format� The sizes of the documents varied
between � ��� and �� ��� words �see Table ��� The number of words includes punctu	
ation marks� the number of real words is about ��� lower and the number of words and
their interpretations is about ��� higher� respectively� The Sgml tags� used only in the
discovery of structural dependencies �Section ����� are not included in the word counts�

After cleaning the data� the statutes were fed to a morphological analyser program
�Fintwol��� which gives us the base form and the morphological analysis of each word�
Note that Fintwol only looks at one word at the time and does not try to disambiguate
using the word context� An example of the output is

�
Fintwol is a product of Lingsoft� Inc�
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Statute Phrases Co�occ� terms Parts of speech Morphology Structure
� Words Epis� Rules Epis���� Epis���� Epis� Rules Epis� Rules Epis� Rules
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Table �� The test material and results� The number of co�occurring terms is taken from
the test with a gap between sentences
 without a gap the �gures are about �	� higher� With
co�occurring terms� �gures �� and ��� refer to the two di�erent experiments described in
Table ��

rikoslain rikoslaki N GEN SG

which tells us that the word which occurred in the text is rikoslain� its base form is rikoslaki
�in English� Criminal Act�� and the word is noun �N�� genitive �GEN� and singular �SG��
However� a word may have several interpretations� even being in�ections of separate base
forms�

After the preprocessing phase� the data format consists of one word� its morphological
information and index per line� Multiple interpretations of the words are presented on
consecutive lines� The selected features are concatenated as one entity �see examples in
Section �����

��� Phrases and Co�occurring Terms

In our preliminary experiments �see �AHKV����� we selected certain interesting parts of
speech and considered two simple test cases� the discovery of phrases and co�occurring
terms� The latter case is particularly important in Finnish� where the word order is� in
general� very �exible� We also wanted to compare the results between the analysis of the
words with and without separating successive sentences� The former was implemented by
adding enough space or null events between sentences� i�e�� we increased the index between
the sentences corresponding the maximum window size �see Table ���

For phrase discovery� we selected only nouns� proper nouns� and adjectives� The search
for co	occurring terms� on the other hand� was �rst carried through with nouns and proper
nouns� and then with nouns� proper nouns� verbs� and adjectives� In the experiments� the
words not included in the selected set were bypassed by increasing the index by �� We also
used di�erent window sizes for episodes and produced both parallel and serial episodes�
See Table � for the exact parameters used in the experiments�

The results from discovering phrases and co	occurring terms were rather similar� Both
approaches produced reasonable results� in fact the main di�erence was some increase
or decrease in the termphrase frequencies� With co	occurring terms� the same e�ect
occurred between the results obtained with or without a gap between the sentences� Ex	
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Discovery of Episode Selected parts Distinct Episode Episode Gap Window
type of speech symbols� support rule between sizes

document conf� sentences

Phrases serial N PROP A �
����
�� �� ��� ����� ����
Co�occurring parallel ��� N PROP ��������� �� � �a� ������ �����
Terms ��� N PROP V A ��������� �b� �
Parts of Speech serial all �no words� ������ �� ��� ����� ����
Morphology serial all �no words� ��������� �� ��� ����� ����
Structure serial � �tags only� ����
� �� ��� ������ �����

Table �� The test parameter values� Note the abbreviations for nouns �N�� proper nouns
�PROP�� adjectives �A�� and verbs �V�� For �parts of speech� and �morphology�� �all�
means that only special characters have been �ltered out�

amples of the phrases� we found are the terms teollinen k�asittely �industrial processing�
and vesioikeus p�a�at�os �Water Rights Court judgement� in Figure ��

�a� ��� teollinen �A�

k�asittely �N�

�c� ��� vesioikeus �N�

p�a�at�os �N�

�b� IF teollinen �A�

THEN k�asittely �N�

WITH �	
 ��
 	�				 �	���

�	
 ��
 	����� ������

�	
 ��
 	����� ������

�d� IF vesioikeus �N�

THEN p�a�at�os �N�

WITH �	
 ��
 	�				 �	����

�	
 ��
 	�	��� �������

�	
 ��
 	�	��� �������

Figure �� Examplary results from phrase discovery� episodes and episode rules from the
Chemical Act �a and b
 statute ��� and Water Rights Act �c and d
 statute ����

The episodes and episode rules can be studied separately� but also in parallel� we can
�rst search for frequent episodes and then study them more carefully by looking at the
rules� For instance� consider the examples in Figure �� If we take the episode �a� that
occurs in the Chemical Act �statute ��� rather frequently then by looking at the rule �b�
we can conclude that the phrase teollinen k�asittely is not only a common phrase� but in
practice the term teollinen always implies an immediate occurrence of the term k�asittely�
On the contrary� with an equally frequent episode �c� in the Water Rights Act �statute
���� the rule �d� tells us that vesioikeus is actually quite rarely immediately followed by
p�a�at�os� This kind of analysis can be completed by looking at all rules that have either
vesioikeus on the left	hand side or p�a�at�os on the right	hand side�

��� Morphological Dependencies

To complement the experiments with phrases and co	occurring terms� we expanded our
approach to cover more detailed text and language analysis� We �rst �ltered out entire
feature vectors containing special characters and then � unlike in the earlier experiments
� considered only the morphological information� The parameters of our two test cases�
denoted as parts of speech and morphology� are shown in Table ��

Consider the rules in Figure �� taken from the National Pension Act �statute ����
similar phenomena hold in other statutes� too� In Finnish� an adjective is most often
followed by a noun �Figure �a�� the opposite situation occurs muchmore rarely �Figure �b��
Moreover� the adjective attribute usually takes the case and the number of the headword
noun �Figure �c�� the other possibilities �e�g� Figure �d� are more infrequent�

�Note that the Finnish phrases are given without in�ections and are not always proper phrases as such�
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Figure �� Examplary results� parts of speech �a and b� and morphology �c and d��

Since the Finnish language is morphologically rich� a plenty of dependencies are found
in analysing large text documents � many of them much more complex than� e�g�� in
Figure ��

��� Structural Dependencies

We also made preliminary experiments with the Sgml structure using the tag information�
First� we processed the data as before� by increasing the index on every word or symbol�
but selecting only Sgml tags� In the second experiment� we preprocessed the input data
so that only Sgml tags were considered� i�e�� the index was increased only in case of Sgml
tags��

The �rst experiment is useful in �nding local phenomena� i�e�� tags that occur close
to each other in the text� The second approach can be used in detecting the document
structure �document type de�nition�� For example� consider the following simple example�
In the �rst experiment we found the rule in Figure �a which tells that the chapter start tag
is followed by a heading start tag within � words� A rule found in the second experiment
�Figure �b� veri�es the structure� chapter is always followed by both heading start and end
tags within � words� The rule in Figure �c complements our knowledge with information
about the lengths of the heading elements� typically under �� words�

�a� IF �CHAPTER�

THEN �HEADING�

WITH �	
 ��
 	����� ������

�b� IF �CHAPTER�

THEN �HEADING�
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WITH �	
 ��
 	����� �����

�	
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 	����� ������
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 ��
 ��				 ������

�c� IF �HEADING�
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Figure �� Examples of structural dependencies�

�Note that in Table �� the number of episodes and rules is given according to the results of the �rst
experiment� in the second experiment the number on frequent episodes varied between 	 
�� and 
	 ���
whilst the number of rules was from � 
�� to ��
 	�	�

��



� Conclusion

In this paper we showed that general data mining methods are applicable to text analysis
tasks� Moreover� we presented a general framework for text mining� The framework follows
the general Kdd process� thus containing steps from preprocessing to the utilization of the
results�

We gave concrete examples of how to pre	 and postprocess texts based on the intended
use of the discovered results� We also presented example applications from information
retrieval and natural language processing and demonstrated the applicability of our ap	
proach with experiments on real	life data�

In further analysis� we plan to survey whether the results can be used in improving the
overall accessibility of documents� and which tools are needed to make the analysis of a
presumably large collection of episodes and episode rules more e�cient�
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